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ABSTRACT 
As a unified extension of determinant and permanent, a new matrix function with 
two extra parameters is introduced. Basic formulas are established, which contain 
several known relations between determinants and permanents as special cases. Some 
expansions in terms of the matrix functions are investigated, which yield MacMahon’s 
master theorem, its dual version, and their common generalization. 0 Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
0. INTRODUCTION 
For matrices A = (aij)16i,j6n and X = diag(x,, x2,..., x,,). Vere-Jones 
[7] (1984) noticed the resemblance between the expansions for the character- 
istic polynomial det(Z - XA) and its inverse, which is in fact a reformulation 
of MacMahon’s master theorem. Four years later, the a-extension of MacMa- 
hon’s master theorem was established independently by Foata and Zeilberger 
[4] and Vere-Jones [8], which may be expressed as the expansion of an 
arbitrary power of the same characteristic polynomial. In investigating Muir’s 
[6] recurrence, the present author demonstrated, in a previous paper [3], 
some algebraic identities between determinants and permanents, which lead 
to a direct derivation for MacMahon’s master theorem and a discovery of its 
dual version. 
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The purpose of this paper is to undertake the development of the matrix 
functions mentioned above. A new matrix function with two parameters, 
which represent the numbers of the permutation cycles on a multiset and its 
auxiliary set, is introduced, which can be regarded as the common extension 
of determinant and permanent. In a combinatorial setting, basic formulas are 
established which cover several known reciprocal relations about determi- 
nants and permanents. The cycle-generating function is considered in Section 
2, and from it a remarkable binomial identity is recovered, and a convolution 
formula for matrix functions and an extended version of Muir’s recurrence 
between determinants and permanents are established. One formal power 
series expansion is demonstrated in the last section, which provides the 
common generalization for MacMahon’s master theorem (MMT), its a-ex- 
tension, and their dual statements. Furthermore, the work presented in this 
article may serve as a natural explanation for the fact that statements exist in 
pairs involving determinants and permanents. 
To end this section, we recall some special notation which will be used 
throughout the paper. 
(1) For [n] = {1,2,. . . , n} and EI = cm,, m2,. . . , m,) a nonnegative in- 
teger vector, denote the coordinate sum by (Gil = C[= omk, the factorial 
product by E! = ll$=omk!, and the multiset by (E) = (I”12”2 *a. nmn). 
(2) For matrices of size n X n, denote the identity matrix by I, the 
constant matrix with its entries equal to one by J, the diagonal matrix 
diagir,,xz, . . . , xn) by X, andagiven matrixby A = (cz~.)~,~,~~~. Let .A[Ei] 
be the matrix obtained from A by replacing each e ement f 
m, X mj constant matrix with its elements equal to aij. 
aij with the 
(3) For the multiset (Ei), denote the set of its divisions (ordered set 
partitions without empty parts) by D(( m)>, the subset of D(( E>) with each 
part being a subset of [n] by DO((E)), and D(0) = 0. If (+ E DC(E)>, then 
T(U) is the number of its nonempty parts. 
(4) For A G [n], define ]A] to be the number of elements in A, A” to be 
the complement of A in [n], and X, = nkEixk, XE = lJ;,ir~“, the 
monomials from the diagonal matrix X. 
(5) For any given matrix function (e.g., det and per> R, set fl( A[ (+I) = 
n;“jfi(A[~~]) and Q(0) = 1, where u = tJ;I;(,“jak. 
1. MATRIX FUNCTION AND BASIC FORMULAS 
For the multiset (m> determined by the vector E = Cm,, m2,. . . , mn), 
to make all of its elements distinguishable, define an auxiliary set by M = 
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{ij : 1 <j < m,, 1 < i Q n). A natural surjection 8 from M to (Zi) is 
obtained by simply deleting the subscripts: O(i,) = i, ij E M. Denote by 
S(M) the set of all the permutations of M. Each permutation w E S( M > 
may be uniquely decomposed into irreducible cycles, whose number is 
denoted by c( 0). Based on the matrix A introduced in last section, we are 
ready to define a new matrix function, which is motivated by the a-extension 
of determinant and permanent [4, 81. 
DEFINITION 1.1. 
af$(A[~l) = & c oIc(U)/3c(B(u))fi fi~2~~~~,~~,,,, (l.la) 
. wES(M) 
i=l j-1 
,fO[+d) =A+dA[d), (l.lb) 
$A ALE]) = +$a( Ah]>- (l.lc) 
Then there is a symmetrical formula. 
LEMMA 1.2. 
%,(A[4 = c 
us D([nl) 
(.(~))ww. (1.2) 
Proof This relation can be proved by the same approach, with slight 
modification, as that for Theorem 1 in the author’s previous paper [3]. For 
each permutation o E S([n]), denote by [ wl~(A) the coefficient of 
l-K= 1% w(k) in the polynomial P(A). Suppose that r(o) = c. Then 
[o]$&A[n]> = (oP)” and [ w]fl,( A[ u 1) = PC if and only if the irre- 
ducible cycles of o constitute the parts of (T E N[n]>; otherwise 
[ o]fi,( A[a]) = 0. Let d(n, k) be th e number of ways of distributing n 
distinct balls into k distinct boxes without empty boxes. Then it is well known 
that (cf. [3]) 
d(n,k) = k(-l)k+L(f)ik. 
i = 0 
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Exchanging the summation indices, we can perform the operation 
= Fip”i( T)( a ,‘1 ‘)iC 
Thus the relation (1.2) is true if we can reduce the above to (a/3)“, which is a 
particular case of the following binomial identity. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. 
k&-l)“i ;)S(u + bJwL = (;*-+b;;” (0 d m Q rL). (1.3) 
n 
Proof. Denote by A0 the diff erence operator on the variable t with unit 
increment at t = 0. According to the relations 
Ay,tk = 0 (k=O,l,..., n-l), 
k;tn = n!, 
4 -& = w)n(l f,) ’ 
n 
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we can compute successively, by rewriting a + bt = b(x + t> + (a - bx), 
= (-l)‘(A$-(u + bt)“’ 
= (-l)“(a - ~x)(h’b)&(o + bQnL-l 
= (-l)“(Cz - hr)‘“(h’b)--&, 
which confirms Equation (1.3). W 
If we replace [n] with multiset (%> in Equation (I.2), we will reach 
another more general formula with the help of combinatorial modification. 
COROLLARY 1.4. 
From this relation, we are ready to state the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.5. 
&,(4~1) = c i 1 $1 pQ,(Abl)- ( 1.5a) OED((Gi)) 
-J_,( A[%]> = (1.5b) 
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Proof. For any permutation o E S( M >, define the map on the terms of 
matrix function 
It is easy to see that this is multiplicative for the disjoint permutations. Then 
the relation 
@,,(,%( 4%) =lp/3z( 44) 
will perform the &,-mapping on Equation (1.4) to yield Equation (1.5a). 
Setting p = - 1 in the relation that we just established, we have 
-d-b(A[fd) = c ($,) -&~(Abl). (1.6) 
u~D((iii)) 
First we prove that the summation range D(( Z)) can be replaced by 
D’((Z)), which is supported by an extended version of a relation for 
determinants: 
_&( A[%]) = 0 (14 > n). 
In fact, according to the definition, there are ?Z! terms enumerated by 
_ i a,( A[ Z]) corresponding to each multiple (%)-permutation. Among them, 
the only differences lie in factors + 1 accounting for the even and odd 
M-permutations. When I%1 > n, m! is an even number. In this case, the 
matrix function vanishes because the above-mentioned even and odd M-per- 
mutations equally share this number Z!. 
Then, it is trivial to notice that 
c&(A[~l) =c&R(A[~l) = fL,(A[*l) (A G inI>. 
Both relations force Equation (1.6) to reduce to Equation (1.5b). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. ??
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For A s [n], the relations 
fl+,(A[Al) = perA[h], 
( - l)‘A’f_,( A[ A]) = det A[ A] 
may be used to express the theorem as the following formulas. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. 
ol%(A[ml) = C ( T(~))Q~(4~l). Cl.74 
crED((ci)) 
-afl-dA[~l) = c perAb1, (1.W 
UE D'((iii)) 
(-l)‘?,Q+,( A[YZ]) = c (r[o)) det A[a]. (1.7~) 
c=D”((Ei)) 
Among them, the first relation is essentially different from the others even 
for P = + 1. The last one is an extended version of Equation (10) in [3], and 
the particular case of the second corresponding to (Y = 1 serves as the 
solution for the problem proposed by the author in a previous paper [3]. 
Obviously, the formulas displayed above contain the reciprocal relations 
established in [3] as special cases. 
COROLLARY 1.7. 
det A[n] = c ( -l)“+T(u)per A[(r], (1.8a) 
u=D([nl) 
per A[n] = c ( -l)n+7(C)det A[ u]. (1.8b) 
OE D([nl) 
Additionally, notice that {c+ E D”(( %)> ) T(U) Q m, max(C?) > m) = 0, 
where max{+i} is the greatest coordinate of Tii. From Equation (1.5b), we 
have a nontrivial reduction. 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. 
-,,$,( A[%]) = 0, max{m) > m, ( 1.9a) 
&( A[%]) = 0, li7~) > n. (1.9b) 
The last relation has been used in the proof of the theorem. 
2. CYCLE POLYNOMIALS AND A BINOMIAL IDENTITY 
For indeterminates x, CY and natural number n, define the shifted 
factorial, multinomial coefficient, and cycle polynomial, respectively, by 
(X)” = x(x + 1) *** (xtn-1) (n>O), (x)o = 1, (2.la) 
n (a),& x”-k 
q’n( x, a> = c - 
k=O k! (n -k)!. 
(2.lb) 
(2.lc) 
Then it is obvious that 
Denote by ~[n] the set of partitions of rr which may be represented by (76) 
such that Xz= lkmk = n. In view of the relations displayed above, Equation 
(1.4) reads, for A = (x/a)Z + J and (?‘K> = [l”], as the following 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
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This formula can also be obtained from Equation (ISb) and Equation 
(1.7a) by setting A = (x/cr)Z + J and (Fii) = [n]. When x = 0, it reduces 
to a binomial identity which contains most of the previous summation 
formulas over the set of partitions as special cases [2]. 
C0ROLLARY 2.2. 
(2.3) 
In the last section, we noticed that Equation (1.5a) implies Equation 
(L5b). In fact, they are equivalent to each other. To check this, we manipu- 
late the summation by substituting Equation (1.5b) into Equation (1.5a) and 
rearranging summand and summation range as follows: 
where the reduction to the last line from the penultimate is based on 
Equation (2.3). According to Equation (1.5b) again, the equations displayed 
above yield Equation (1.5a). 
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This demonstration suggests that we further consider, through Equation 
(1.5b), the following convolution: 
From Equation (1.5b), the first and the last line of the summations displayed 
above constitute a new summation formula. 
THEOREM 2.3. 
,+a%(A[~l) = c &(@])&(A[% -%I). (2.4) 
6dX<iii 
This convolution formula contains the following orthogonal relation: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
a~,, = c c&( A@]) -Jl,( A[Ei - i]). (2.5a) 
b<Xciii 
One special case is 
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COROLLARY 2.5. 
s 0.n = c Q,(mP-,bwl)~ 
AGbl 
(2.5b) 
This may be regarded as the p-extension of Muir’s recurrence [6], which 
may also be verified through the bijective involution due to Zeng [g]. 
3. FORMAL POWER SERIES AND MACMAHON’S 
MASTER THEOREM 
From the basic formula (1.5b), we compute the generating function for 
the matrix functions defined by (l.la), 
agp( x> = C&3( 44) xE 
m 
= g -“)( c 
0chCfnl 
“-P(Aw*)k 
Recalling 
fl,( (Y-l Z + XA) = c .n,(A[A])X,, 
A\r[nl 
we get the following general expansion formula. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
fK;(-/3-'Z + XA) = C,i-l,( A[E])X? (3.1) 
m 
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From 
(3.2a) 
the exponential relations 
a/35 = IP5T’ (3.2b) 
a+PSTj = a5 XpT (3.2~) 
are just the functional versions of Equations (1.5a) and (2.4). 
Taking p = f. 1 in (3.11, we recover the a-extension of MMT and its 
dual form. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (Vere-Jones [s]; Foata and Zeilberger [4]). 
(det(Z - XA)}-” = x,O+1( A[m])X=. 
iii 
(3.3a) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. 
{per(Z + XA)}-” = c ,Q_,( A[%])X=. 
iii 
(3.3b) 
They include MacMahon’s master theorem and its dual version as particu- 
lar cases respectively. 
COROLLARY 3.4 (MMT and its dual version). 
det-‘( Z - XIA) = g gper A[??%], (3.4a) 
per-‘(1 +U) = g$c&A[FE], 
where detA[%] = YG!&,(A[m]). - 
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